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SUPERIOR COURT OF NSW JERSEY
LAW DIVISION-MERCER COUNTY
DOCKET HO, L-51177-80 & L-06433

s

CENTEX HOMES OF NEW JERSEY, INC., a
corporation of the State of Nevada,

Plaintiff,

v.

THE* MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE TOWNSHIP
OF EAST WINDSOR, a Municipal corporation,
THE PLANNING BOARD OF THE TOWNSHIP OF
EAST WINDSOR, #% al.f and THE EAST
WINDSOR MUNICIPAL UTILITIES AUTHORITY,

Defendants*

and

CENTEX HOMES OF NEW JERSEY, INC., a
corporation of the State of Nevada,

Plaintiff,

v.

THE MAYOR AND COUNCIL OF THE TOWNSHIP
OF EAST WINDSOR, a Municipal corporation,
and THE PLANNING BOARD OF THE TOWNSHIP
OF EAST WINDSOR,

Defendants.

STENOGRAPHIC TRANSCRIPT OF
COUNSELS' ARGUMENT AND JUDGEWS DECISION

Date: May 13,1983
Place: Mercer County Courthouse

Trenton, New Jersey
B E F O R E :

HONORABLE PAUL G. LEVY

TRANSCRIPT ORDERED BYt
FRANK J. PETRINO,
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A P P E A R A N C E S t

MESSRS. STERNS, HERBERT & WEINROTH,
Byi Frank J. Petrino, Esq., and Joel Sterns, Esq.,
Attorneys for Plaintiff.

MICHAEL A. PANE, KSU,
Attorney for Defendant, The Mayor
and Council of theTownship of Bast Windsor.

MESSRS. SCHWARTZ, TOBIA & STAN2IALE,
By« Gary S. Rosensweig, Esq.,
Attorneys for Defendant, The Planning Board of
the Township of East Windsor.

MESSRS. GOLDSHORE & WOLF,'
Byt Lewis GoIdshore, Esq.,
Attorney for Defendant East Windsor Municipal
Utilities Authority.

ANNE C. NEMETH, C.S.R.
OFFICIAL COURT REPORTERS
MERCER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
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THE COURT: Well, you better put your appearances

on the record, so we can get a scorecard.

MR. STERNS: Joel H. Sterns and Frank J. Petrino

appearing on behalf of the plaintiff.

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Garys S. Rosensweig on behalf of

the Planning Board.

MR. PAKE: Michael Pane for the Township of

East Windsor.

MR. GOLDSHORE: Lewis Goldshore for the & S L

Windsor Municipal Utilities Authority.

MR. HUTT: Stewart Hutt for the New Jersey Build-

ers Association.

THE COURT; Alright, Mr. Hutt, you want to tell rre

why you should be able to intervene.

MR. HUTT: As I said in my moving papers, 1 repre-

sent the New Jersey Builders Association, a group of,

approximately, 2000 members who are interested on the

legal question as to whether or not TDR is authorized

under the Municipal Land Use Law. We have members who

own land in the township and other townships that have

proposed TDR, and the outcome of this case would vital-

ly effect our interests.

THE COURT: What is it that you add to the case

that the plaintiffs havenft already covered?

MR. HUTT: Just the view as to the legislative



history and, solely, for the Issue as to whether or

not TDR is an ultra vires act of municipalities, not

any of the issues of this particular TJBR ordinance or

any other allegations or motions in the complaint.

THE COURT: One of their major points is TDK is

not an authorized concept.

MR. HUTT: I understod that, your Honor. We're

just here to try and help enlighten the court as to

our knowledge of the issues,
y

10 THI COURT: Well, alright, anybody want to oppose

that besides me? Ho?

Alright, is there anything plaintiff wants to say

13 about that?

14 MR. STERNS: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: I think, frankly, that that motion to

16 intervene should be denied. I have read your brief*

17 but the brief on the merits, frankly, adds nothing to

18 the resolution of the matter as far as I can tell.

19 I believe that everthing that youfve covered in your

20 brief has been amply covered by the plaintiffs, and

21 to bring in another party would just complicate matters

22 and require for you to be a part of the matter as it

23 works its way up through the Appellate Division and

24 the Supreme Court. I think that enough is enough.

25 MR. HUTT: Your Honor, we're not asking to inter-
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vene. We're only asking for *-• we donft expect to

participate in any trial or in any proceeding.

THE COURTi I read it as a motion to intervene

as Amicus Curiae, but under Rule Ifl3~9 —

MR, BUTT; But not as a party, your Honor.

THE COURT: But that still puts you into the case

I think the motion should be denied, and I will deny

it.

There is, also, a motion to intervene e.s Adieus

Curiae by the Kew Jersey Association of Professional

Planners. I received a letter from Thomas

attorney for this organization, dated April 7, 1963

indicating that moving papers would be filed. They

never filed. Therefore, that motion is denied.

Why don't I let you proceed. We have several

motions to cover. We have plaintiff's motion for

summary judgment on Count I of the complaint.

MR. RQSENSWEIG: Your Honor, excuse me. I do

have a copy of Mr. Norman1s notice of motion.

THE COURT: I donft have that, let alone a brief

and, therefore, the motion is denied. Hefs not even

here.

Okay, first, we h&ve plaintiff*• motion for

summary judgment on Count 1 of the complaint in the

latest action, Docket 1-6433-S3. Defendant's cross-



1 motion for summary Judgment on the same. Defendant's

2 motion for summary Judgment on Counts 2 and 9. Plain-

3 tifffs cross-motion for summary Judgment on Count 2.

4 Let's cover those first. Then get to defendant's mo-

5 tion to consolidate the two actions. Then the defen-

6 dant's motion to file an amended answer and counterclai

7 in the first case, as well as plaintiff's motion to

8 dismiss counterclaims filed in the 1983 case. After

9 that, the Municipal Utilities Authority's lAoti:, fcr

10 summary Judgment in the first action, and, finally,

11 plaintiff's motion to extend discovery to September

12 9.

13 So, I'll hear from the plaintiffs first on these

14 four motions dealing with the 19^3 action on summary

15 Judgment from every side.

16 MR. STERNS: ThanK you, your Honor. If it please

17 the court, most respectfully, the issue barore you is

18 a legal issue and one which we trust has been briefed

19 thoroughly and adequately and which, obviously, your

20 Honor has devoted much attention to already. So, I

21 would prefer to be very brief and to respectfully re-

22 quest opportunity for rebuttal If that should be neces-

23
sary,

24 With regard to the basic legal issue, It is quite

25 simple, whether there is sufficient authoriaticn, ex-
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pressed or implied, for the defendant township to have

enacted a TDK ordinance. As I indicated, the brief

goes extensively into that and into the legislative

history, and I would only wish to «&d« by way of

emphasis, certain facts, and that Is that It is clear

that the legislature did not feel that TDR adopted this

type of authorization, or if it did, there would not

have been the repeated efforts to pass similar legis-

lation* all of which have failed, X think it 5s a fair

reading of the transcripts, which are included in our

briefs and reply briefs of the defendant Municipality's

point of view, that it did not have the authority to

do this, because if it did, it would not have, In other

context, such as the Agricultual Development Act, been

before the legislature saying we ne®& this type of

authority* I think it's a fair reading of the Munici-

pality's actions, than of the legislature's actions*

that the Municipality said, we can well afford to take

this chance. Time is on our side. If we're wrong,

we1 re wrong, but we will not have suffered anything

and we will have saved some time. I, respectfully,

point that out to your Honor and bring it to your

attention because if you should find •• and as I've

indicated, I think, we will rely on the brief — if

you should find that this is an ultra vires ect and
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if you should find that it should be struck down, then

2 you are faced with the question of severability and

3 the question of remedy, and this is, really, where I

4 would like most fervently to address the court, because

5 I think this case, comes closest in the case of Mount

6 Laurel II decision.

7 One of the main thrusts as I read that Mount Laurel

8 II decision is to cut through to the bare bones and to

9 essentials of what are at issue between the various

10 plaintiffs who will come up against municipal zoning

ordinances and other actions, which tend to deter the

12 | development of a municipality. In that context, the

13 Supreme Court had the opportunity — and I refer to

14 page 172, to deal with, in effect, ultra vires, in

15 the case of Kruvant v. Mayor and Council of Cedar Grove

16 *̂ ne CDurt said at page 172 of Mount Laurel II, "depend-

17 ing upon the circumstances, a time must come when the

18 courts will cease to defer in the conventional manner

19 to municipal action. In Kruvant, we refused to consid-

20 er the most recently adopted municipal ordinance; here

21 w e refuse —!t going back to Mount Laurel — "to accord

22 presumptive validity to Mount Laurel's revised ordinance

23 Now, the question of delay, the question of pre-

24 sumption of validity of municipal ordinance must give

25 way to the overriding need that are expressed by Mount
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laurelj and we're not in the substantive due process,

I, respectfully, recognise the fact Issues of this

matter, but it is clear how long these matters have

been pending, and it is clear and It is on the record

how many building permits a year are being Issued by

Bast Windsor Township, and I think that's on the record

It is clear that East Windsor Township is within

the State development guide plan, and, therefore, in

dealing with this issue, one must then looV- se^-^ly

at where will we be, should the court find that the

ordinance with regard to TOK is ultra vires. We most

respectfully suggest that it is not severable, and th&t

there would, therefore, be nothing of merit or subs tana*

which would be survived in East Windsor,

THE COURT: You mean that if this ordinance, 1982-

16, in its entirety is struck down, that there's nothing

left in East Windsor?

MR, STERNS? Ho. Ko, of course, something would,

of course, have to be constructed. We're saying th«.t

the ordinance of which the TDK is a part, should and

would become moot, and that the court would be faced

with two alternatives or should be faced with two al-

ternatives.

Obviously, you can disagree with this analysis,

tret's say there1 e something left in the ordinance.
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1 What I'm suggesting le that to leave an ordinance with

2 the kinds of extremes that this ordinance would have

3 without the TDK, which Is meant to be the mechanism

4 which makes the HEAP Zone viable and which, of course,

5 we claim is ultra vires and is, in effect, a transfer -•

6 THE COURT: What about the zoning ordinance that

7 was in effect before, which you're already challenging

8 in the original lawsuit?

9 MR. STERNS: You could return to that Eonin& or-

10 dinance, your Honor, It would certainly say this; the

11 municipalities, obviously, have some protection from

12 a complete strike down of the zone, and there are two

13 alternatives* One would be to return to the toning

14 ordinance that we had before, which is in litigation,

15 and the second would be to give municipality 90 days

16 as it is suggested in the Mount laurel II cases and

17 other context to sane up with a new ordinance* most

18 respectfully.

19 THE COURTS Aren't you just asking for trouble to

20 give them 90 days to come up with the new ordinance,

21 when I already have a file 20 inches thick on the older

22 ordinance, that your office has been amending the com-

23 plaint, as well as defendants adding new counterclaims,

24 too, so that it's finally ripe for determination?

25 MB. STERNS? Well, your Honor —
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1 THE COUHTi If they come up with a new ordinance

2 that Just invalidates the old one, then all that's out

3 the window, and we have to start a n over again.

4 MR. STERNSt Well, obviously* the plaintiff fs in-

5 terest is a resolution as rapidly as possible, and. you

6 stake a very substantial point on the basis of the mater-

7 ial thatfs there* I guess, most respectfully, I have

8 taken a leap* Hie leap I've taken is that the original

9 ordinance is so clearly unacceptable under Mount laurel

10 standards, that the township, itself, recognized that

11 move to this new one* and that in the terms and the

12 context of the Mount Laurel procedual decisions, that

13 a deference should be given to see if a better and

14 a good-faith effort can come up in the next 90 days.

15 flow, I realize that I've taken a leap and, perhaps

16 an impermissible leap In feeling that the decision has

17 been rendered. In ay mind and in plaintiff '<? mind, it

18 has, against the prior ordinance.

19 j The point that I make is that throughout this

20 Implementation of Mount Laurel IIj is the issue of

21 what do you do with good faith, and in some cases,

22 the support founder was good faith and gave some dis-

23 cretion to muEfcipalities* In Mount Laurel, Itself, and

24 in others, it found there wag not good faith and gave

25 severe castigation. The question is, if this is struck
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down and if the township has the opportunity, it may

be exemplary to this court as to how it proceeds, in

what kind of context it proceeds to adopt an ordinance

that attempts to meet Mount Laurel* Hfoviously, our

contention is that the prior ordinance, to which you

would return, does not accomplish that, and, obviously,

would be prepared to continue the litigation on that

issue.

Your Honor, with regard to the question of sever-

ability — and I don't want to belabor that, since we

seem to be beyond that point -- we do want to refer to

statements made by Mr. Pane with regard to what we

consider to be the conclusion of the town, itself, that

and I quote — "The township has made a decision, and

it does not feel agricultual zoning, pure and simple,

which imposes heavier burdens on farmers is an appro-

priate vehicle, and that the social cost of preservati

should not be born*solely by 'the people who own agri-

cultual land,'11 In our view, that seems to make it

plain that when the municipal governing body adopted

this ordinance, they adopted it with the understanding

that the TOR was an Integral part of the whole and that

the ordinance could not, without that transfer of right

survive, or else it would have the very consequences,

which the township sought to avoid. So, I don't want
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to dwell on it, exempt I donft think it's severable.

I think it either stays or it tails* and for the rea-

sons that are in the brief, we rtsptetfttlJjr suggest

that it should fall•

THE COUBf: Mr, Pane.

MB. ROSENSVEIGJ Your Honor, I %*onft attempt to

go through the brief* I think you have substantial

briefs. If I can just suimarisse what, I think, are

the main points here, and Mr* Base Kill aidres? sone

other pointsf Heedless to say, I think this case is

important in the history of the State and the future

of agriculture, as Mount Laurel was in the history of

housing and zoning. 1 think this is an opportunity

here to permit implementation of a long-term program

a*4 perhaps, reverse the laughter I hear when people

hear the lable for the State of New Jersey as a "Gar-

den State.n

V* have an opportunity here to begin an agricul-

tural preservation strategy and to continue, I think,

the work that Judge D'Annunsio did in the Bethlehem

case, that is upholding agricultural preservation as

an appropriate proper goal of municipal governments

in this State, It is clear —

THE COraT: Well, if you had two areas to choose

from for placing an agricultural zone that were rated
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by the State as "good agricultural land" and "bad

agricultural land1* — to use gross, wide brushes —

why did you pick the worst?

MB. ROSENSWEIG: X don't think It1* the worst.

We think it was a reasonable ehoice based on the cri-

teria that ar© appropriate to viability of agriculture.

I think it's not whether one was *- well, we believe

they were close, and one la good and there is — 75

percent of the land in that particular area ic present-

ly fconed, as ©ur tax assessor has shown* So, it is

proper agricultual land. It doesn't mean there is

a piece in another location that isn't better. I don't

think that1s the test.

fHE COURTt I thought there was an analysis by

the soil — by State agency, which indicates what 1B

prime agricultual lend and what is not, and that the

place where the prime agricultual land lies if in the

REAP Zone, and the non-prise land was in the A? Zone,

MB, EOSSKSWEIG: I&at's not the case. There's

prime land in the AP Zone* It isn't ~- there's a

piece in the REAP Zone, but there's a contiguous piece

or property that comports with excepted criteria for

agricultural land. I think it's the ehoice, and the

choice, I think, was reasonable. I think we have a

recognition by State government, by the Hfc-tional govern
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ment, Xf you will, that agricultural preservation is

important governmental policy, and you have actions

taken by the State of £ew Jersey t&r many years now

to assist in the preservation of agriculture, the

agricultural assessments statutes, the various studies

that the State government has done, and the programs

carried out by the Department of Agriculture to attempt

to preserve land with the realization that once it is

lost, once it is converted, it will never return. It

Is a resource that will fee irreparably damaged*

I don't think we're saying that the East Windsor

program is the absolute best that man can create or

is perfect, but It is a reasonable response to a need,

and that need is to attempt, in a large-scale way and

a rational way, to preserve agriculture in this State,

and it would effect Central Jersey and the southern

part of the State* In the northern part of the state,

it is, probably, too late.

We've shown in the brief that it is the policy of

the courts of this State to read municipals powers as

broad and to allow municipalities great latitude in

carrying out the purposes and powers that are granted

to it by the State legislature* I think the basic test

is whether the means is appropriate to carry out the

goal and purpose. The Land Use Law in a number of



sections, 2{e), 2(g), 2(j), 2(1) provides, we believe,

2 the authority to produce ordinances, which prm&rv%

3 agricultural land within an municipality. The argument

4 was raised in the plaintiff#s brief that it 1* not

5 specifically provided in the land Use Law, That Just

6 doe$nft Jive with the broad readings the courts have

7 given to exercise the municipal power* EVen prior to

8 the lasd Use taw, it had courts upholding site plan

9 revlev where there was no moticr* of site plaj* revlev..

10 courts upholding offsite improvement ordinances where

11 there was no mention of that in the Land Use Law,

12 uncluBter ordinances vrhere there was no mention of

13 that. So, there's a variety of permissible responses

14 that the courts have permitted*

15 $ow, with the Land Use Law and the new Land U&e

16 Law, or this amendment, I think, you'll find specific

17 references, which, I think, this court can fir*:; «u>

18 a basis to uphold the $ast Windsor ordinance. Mr*

19 Sterns had a reference to East Windsor and the lack

20 of building permits, perhaps, have occurred In East

21 Windsor, 1 think the record of the municipality,

22 your Honor, in the last year or two# I think, shows

23 that there are over eighteen hundred approvals granted

24 for housing in various stages of preliminary, final

25 approval, and these are units• There's multi-family
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1 units, concios, townhousea with ranges in price &s

2 low as $60,000, So, this is not ft municipality that

3 has not permitted the construction of housing or h&&

4 even encouraged, the construction of housing. 1 think

5 that's a smoke screen that has been constantly raised,

6 but the record of the municipality Just does not bear

7 that out.

8 MB. PAKE* Your Honor, 1 would first like to

9 speak to the question that you raised as&lin^ v.ith the

10 location of preservation and development areas, I

11 it's appropriate to note that in 19T9# in preparing

12 the township's Blaster plan update, the Flaaaiftg Board

13 and the Master Plan He view Ooaa&ittee relied extensive!

14 on the State development guide plan, reviewed all of

15 the soils data available* and then made the decisions

16 that it ma4e, which decisions were approved by th&

17 Mercer County Planning Bo&ra, specifically citing *he

18 agricultural preservation features of the plan and the

19 Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission.

20 How, the soils information that was contained in

21 the f79 update was reviewed by our own expert, who,

22 himself j Is an agriculturalist by training. This ma-

23 terlal 1© found in appendices H an£ I to the brief

24 was submitted to your Honor. And, furthermore, the

25 State development guide plan indicates, as your Hsiaor
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I a 7

, that we are dealing here with broad-bru^h

2 stroke areas* and it is then the responsibility oil

3 regional and local planning bodies working togethdr

4 to fill in the intricacies and m&ke final decisions.

5 Accompanying our brief in the appendix was, in fac|t>

6 a letter fro© the Acting Director of the Division of

7 State and Hegional Planning, who was answering the

8 specific hypothetical question of whether or not

9 opment could occur in a preservation area an/* prer

10 v&tion in a development area If local planning aut^her-

11 ities felt it w&s reasonable and appropriate, and

12 answer was very much in the affirmative citing thej

13 portions of the State Development Guide Plan that II

14 have just indicated to your Honor*

15 Another thing that I think I should be raising

16 is the issue of legislative history has raised its

17 head here, and 1 think, perhaps> the best anr^e** l£es

18 in the history of In^anamore, As we indicated in our

19 brief Just before the main In^an&more decision in 1973*

20 there was a rent control enabling bill in the legis-

21 lature* It **as withdrawn from the Senate, apparently,

22 because it didn't have enough votes to pass* the

23 Supreme Court in one of the later rent eontrol cases

24 mentions this fact quite openiig.y# and yet a month

25 after the bill was withdrawn from the Senate, the
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Court felt perfectly free to pronounce on

Ingana&ore and indicated that under &S~2 there **a4

ample authority, thereafter§ a lUBaber of attempts

were introduced to rent control legislation. Hone

succeeded* Surely, it could be said that the* legisla-

ture intended that there could t>e no rent control or

j,t could be said that they were happy with *hat the

court did, fhe court wasn't happy with the court*

Khy should the legislature be unhappy v:iUi v.%.,.i i\ did?

The upshot has been stated time and again in case$

like Bay v». Garden. State l^rrss. It is very trickf to

try and Interpret legislative Inaction as anything,

other than iimctiois* To ascribe a reason to It, ja

reason pro or conM is very daagerout, and we woul^

sutelt that the jCaiiurt to enact a bill cannot -*~

especielly in the elrcumtt&nces hert — be treated as

having any significance for whether or not ttc t"4rk-

ship hes the right to enact what it's enacting,

Ae to the suggestion of Mount Laurel remedies^

the obvious point we would Ba&e is this is not a

Mount laurel caee in any way. As Mr* Sterns sugg^fcted,

this gets closer to the merits, but we start suggest,,

in fairness, that the township of East Windsor,

only has been approving more housing than mo^t of

Mercer County put together for the last several
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"but was cited with approval for Its practices in

2 tH* Mount Laurel decision and in this 1977 Housing

3 Handbook and has a thorough history of setting its!

4 Ion and moderate income obligations and will contihue

5 to do so* In fact, if ont looks at the eountarelalm

6 documents submitted by the township, it Is obvious that

7 one of the problems Centex had over the years n&s that

8 they were not able to reconcile themselves to meeting

9 the lot'? and moderate Income requirementi th% ' the

10 townshop had set. So, we do not believe that there

11 should attach to this township any implication of bad

12 faith under the circumstances or that Mount

13 remedies should be considered appropriate for the

14 sons stated,

15 THE COUHT; Hell, suppose In the off chance that

16 I decide therefi no authority for TJ3R, vh&t do I do?

17 KB* PAKB: Okay, In that case, your Honor, 5t

18 seems to us that the reasonable approach would be to

19 look at agricultural zoning as the appropriate zoning*

20 Centex has admitted on page 5 of his reply brief that

21 agricultural zoning Is a legitimate act of the municl-

22 pallty, The Bethlehem case was submitted to your itonor

23 .A case of first impression, recently handed down, i^ms

24 to make It clear that the right to prmerv$ land fdr

25 agricultural production Is a legitimate right confirmed
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1 by our zoning lavs. If that be the case, the township

2 urges, as we have in our brief, that the court regard

3 us as having two actions. Action one, that of zoning

4 to preserve agriculture, a legitimate function in it-

5 self. Action two, the enactment of a program of devel-

6 ©pment rights for the purpose of enhancing, ensuring

7 the continuity of promoting the success of that sowing.

8 Why have we done that? *lhy have we felt compelled to

9 do that? Because the township, having 4̂ci-JU-«"» tV-*. it

10 $hould preserve agriculture, looked to the professional

11 literature, looked to planning and saw from the sotry

12 history of things that agricultural land didn't uma to

13 be preserved, until, suddenly, there was demand £OJ(*

14 development, at which point, when the price of lend

15 vent from $3000 to $15,000 or $20,000 an acre, ths

16 preservation movement dwindled in its ranks, and tn$

17 development movenent was much greater* :-ot thvt't Had

18 to be a way to try and give the owners of agricultural

19 land a share in the benefits of development elsewhere,

20 where the muifcsipality was to Iceep integral a plan,

21 which preserved agricultural resources,

22 Xo this en&9 the township sought to add to agrji-

23 cultural zoning this economic deviet of the use of

24 development rights*

25 IKE COURT: But if itr * invalidate^ what do jfou
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1 do with the farmer that says, I'm tired of farming and

2 you won't let me sell my land, nobody else wants to

3 buy it to farm it?

4 Ml. PAKE: Is that any different from the owner

5 of a single-family house, who says that, If I could

6 turn this into a restaurant or a barber shop or funeral

7 parlor?

8 THE COUBT: Sure It is.

9 MR. PANE: Why? He can only sell it as a single-

10 family residence, Hie farmer can only sell for, basi-

11 cally, agricultural uses. If those are economically

12 reasonable uses, that's no different then any other

13 use of the Boning power*

14 THI COURT: So, therefore, the bases for it is tha

15 the municipality assumes that those are economically

16 feasible reasons?

17 MR. PANE: With all due respect, we don't a£uke,

18 We studied*

19 THE COURT: And the feraer coses forward and says,

20 I'm going to give up, and I can't make any money, and

21 no other farmer will buy my land* Then because of

22 the basis for the ordinance, you would just automatic

23 caliy have to give him a variance for something.

24 MB. PAKE: I would assume, your Honor, that if it

25 could be proven that, in fact, agriculture was not an
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1 economically reasonable use, then we could not*

2 THE COURT: He sort of put you to it* You'jd

3 have to come up with a buyer? wouldn't you?

4 MR. PAKE: We would have to come up with proof.

5 Now, this gets us into some very tricky fact questions,

6 as the court realises, because the viability of agi*i~

7 culture is not a simple proposition, I think --

8 THE COURT: It seems to me you get ri$*t

9 to asking for inverse condemnation suite hy th

10 owners,

n MR# FANE: Kell, you know, the township in depid-

12 ing what is best for its future, has to take actiojn

13 even if that action may lead to litigation. We h&W

u studied the proposition, and we believe that egricu3~

15 ture in East Windsor township is as economically vi&~

16 ble as it is In any other part of this State* That

17 is why we enacted this ordinance.* an£ we've sui?*itjted

18 | It to the court.
I

19 THE COURT: Okay, and suppose I decide that the

20 entire ordinance has to be Invalidated, then what

21 Plaintiff says I should order you to create a new ordi-

22 nance in 90 days,

23 KR, PAKE: Well, I would think ftjatif the ordinance

24 is invalid by any traditional standards, the existing

25 soning prior to the enactment of the ordinance wouid
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the

1 then be operative, |

2 THE COUHT: Well, where does that leave us pxjac-

3 tically? We have a lawsuit challenging that ordinance;

4 right?

5 MK. FAKE: That1a correct.

6 THE COURT t And then whet happens, that goes

7 trial. A, it's upheld, then you're where you are,|

8 B, it's invalidated, and you're Just further down

9 track from today to start a period running icr pr*?!

10 paration of a new ordinance,

11 MR, PAKE2 Your Honor, that is true, On the other

12 hand, 1 think that the passage of time i© not only)

13 negative in dimension* For exassple, there was

14 question on the part of some people as to whether or

15 not two-acre soning was valid as a basic leg&2 pribsi-

16 pie,

17 THI COURTJ How do you feel about thsi? Can

support the existing zoning, the prior zoning ordinance

19 under Mount Laurel?

20 MR. FAKE; I think Mount laurel QlmreS that point

21 up rather well. The issue of two»acre zoning, I think,

22 is a lot clearer than it was. But getting back to

23 discussion of the agricultural aspect, it seems to

24 that agricultural zoning i© within ©ur power. If

25 is, then we should be allowed this reasonable expansion

the

me

it
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1 on that power, so that we can do something to

2 the plan really work, to give it some life, some

3 viability, some realism, and as we put it out in

4 brief — and I think lt*s critical ~~ th« power which

5 we can use to do this is not Just zoning power, 'ihere1

6 no doubt that we can, also, do this under 40:43-2* In

7 the area of rent control, for instance, it has created

8 billions of dollars worth of property regulation t̂ y

9 source of municipalities. The agricultural prea-rjvatio

10 ordinance, really, can be viewed as partaking of bbth

11 zoning and police power, use of economic regulation

12 to further the zone plan, to make the thing work better

13 and last longer. Certainly, the fact that it partakes

14 of both, is not negative, bat, rather, something tjiat

15 the courts have long commented positively on as Justice

16 Pashman did years ago in Springfield v. Quick Chek.

17 It seems to rae that we are dealing her** v.-ith f

18 novel question, but, once again, I think if we use

19 the recent Mount Laurel decision as a guide, we cai*

20 see that there's a fast evolution in the law. We £an

21 see that the Supreme Court is telling munieipalitleb

22 that their zoning powers in the public interest mu$t

23 be used creatively, and that they should be strivlxjig

24 to achieve significant public goals,

25 How, there's some discussion as to whether this is
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regulation of property, whether it is pure zoning^ or

whether it has soeioeconomic consequences. I ^

Mount laurel has swept away a great many of those

and left us with a clear mandate that we must legislate

zoning to achieve needed public ends.

Now* Centex says that we're dealing in Mount

Laurel with constitutional issues, and that this 4oesnf

rise to that level. Well, I think that we've got

labels

to

say that, first of all, before 1975» thsre \*z<: so:-if:-

question as to whether Mount Laurel was, itself, a con-

stitutional question. More importantly, the Cons-tiitu-

tion of New Jersey deals with A, the public welfaije

in a general sense; B, the preservation of agriculture;

C, the right to zone; D, the rights of local government

to legislate original programs to serve its inhabitants

As Mansfield and Sweet v. Vest Orange said, The poorer

of local goverment to legislate reache? all great |

public needs. Thus, it seems to us that the preserva-

tion of valuable farmland and natural resources bvi

local government has constitutional overtones and im-

mense importance and immediacy to us in East Windsbr,

and, thus, the ordinance should be upheld as a leĝ Lti-

mate exercise of zoning and police power*

THE COURT: Okay, before we move into anything

else, do you want to reply?
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MB. STERNS: If I may, very briefly, your Honjor,

I heard some things, which most respectfully, counsel,

I simply cannot accept, and I would urge the eourt| not

to accept * First of all, with regard to the Mount Laurel

decision, it is beyond doubt that the Mount Laurel

decision would not uphold — the Mount Laurel II deci-

sion would not uphold two-acre zoning in a growth area

as the state development guide plan shows. The words

are almost explicit there, and I'll "be hsppv: to

them to the attention of your Honor.

THE COURTi Well, if that's true, wouldn't thje

prior lawsuit be subject to disposittm by summary

judgment?

MR. STERNS: It could very well, your Honor,

cept that the Mount Laurel opinbn — and going on tjc

that Mount Laurel opinion — allows for a municipality

to do other things once it hae satisfied its &.--.CS

Now, in this particular case, the municipality

says it1 e got a PUD. The fact that nobody has bui[lt

and nobody can build on that PUD, might be a fact issue

and a not summary judgment issue, because they'll ̂ ay,

See, we1 re putting houses here. It doesn't have t\> be

in the growth areas as designated by the guide plâ i.

It happens to be — |

THE COURT: How long would it take to try tliat
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HK, STIRHSt I have to refer you to *• 1 wou2Jdl

say that it would take some time* It would not be of

great length.

THf COtlRTs A whole week? A whole week?

MB, ST22RHS5 A week I would say,

MB. FITEIJiO: Sftere isay be other factors.

MB* STEEHS: It will take less time, than it

to get him to cofsslt us to htm lone it would t*V:

subsiit» About a we^k Ifll say, a week» your Konorf,

But, I went to come back — 1 think this is, you ^

actually, the nub of where we're going* Everybe

kno*rs it* !t*s just below the surface, but on

surface remains the fact that wefrt here dealing 4ith

the question of whe^ier the TOE ordinance is ultrsj.

vires or not* I want to rebut one thing, and tha^ is

this constant reference to the fact thftt thi« if fjr

extension of the zoning power. It is not an extension

of the «oning power* It creates a new type of owner-

ship of land, which wculd require, among other things,

on a very practical level* some uniformity for record-

, some uniformity for searching* I would hoi<?

reference for that, not only legislative intent -4

although, X certainly disagree with wliat the legisla-

tive history shows — but how about Justice Hall ô f the

as
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New Jersey Supreme Court, and how about Justice

Britell of the New York State Supreme Court, but,
I

particularly, Justice Hall? Both are cited in our]

brief and both saying that they would believe — abd

Justice Hall, particularly, saying, I would believ^

that the TDK would need legislative enactment,

I, also, want to refer briefly, your Honor, tp

the matter of agricultural zoning. So, to leave tjiat

issue ana just to wrap it up, the £*.::.i ci the ra&rih1 is

that what they1re seeking to do under guise of an Ex-

tension of the Zoning Act, is to take another kind|of

police power and create another kind of property inter-

est, which only the legislature can do. I believe

those — the feeling that that would need legislative

authorization is best expressed by Justice Hall, if

do want to read Just this — as your Honor suggested,

but counsel disagreed froin the Farm Bureau letter o|i

December 14, f82 to the Mayor and Council of East

Windsor, which Is a part of the record, just this para-

graph, which amply Justifies the point made earlier/

"The preservation zone, itself, has problems associated

with It. It was estimated that only §0$ of it Is pre-

sently farmed with a balance having little potentiaJL
i

for productive farm use. Of the area being farmed,

approximately, one-third of that land has little, i£ any
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capability for producing a reasonable return on Infested

costs. Several farmers felt better yeilds are obtained

In the EEA.P area than most anywhere in the preservation

zone. Prior to final consideration of this site, the area

proposed for preservation should be subject to a tljiorougji

review by an Independent expert in agronomy, to as$ess

both the physical and economic suitability of the $ite ab

an area dedicated for long-term farming purposes. Such

a review should than be circulated among local farmers

for their analysis and comments,"

How* the issue here is, of course, that Mount

LaureJ. said that you should use creative means, but

the creative means and the ingenuity are to produc^

housing, not to prohibit it, not to prolong and de^ay

It, and that's why, again, I come down to the fina}

analyses, your Honor, to the fact that we are no ling-

er dealing with a single question of home ru3e, whireas

they found in Mount Laurel* I remember Mount Laurel

very disingenuously said, well, we have so many actfes

of the entire Burlington County — and I donft remember

if it was 2.5 percent or a smaller number — but tl̂ ey

had a minimal number of acres, and all we have to c|o

is take our share of Burlington County. Hhe fact that

we're next to Camden, that we're next to a metropoli-

tan area doesn't mean that we have to do anymore. We
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1 can do the same thing as Bass River* I think thatfs

2 the analogy that the court used. Well, here Is a

3 municipality trying to do the same thing and trying

4 ingenuously to find ways to stop it* BOt to create

5 housing, because there Isn't any housing in that Pte

6 zone, and there can't be a . municipality where th©

7 state development guide plan says, This is along the

8 turnpike* It's in a metropolitan area. There shot,

9 be growth here, and the last thing T v?-~t •b-- <?.y *

10 we skip back from legalities to facts, and facts

be disputed, but it Is absolutely untrue that this

12 plaintiff has not made on numerous occasions offer£

13 and attempts to build low and moderate housing in

14 municipality, 2hat can and, if necessary, will be

15 documented, but th is regains s t i l l a legal It

16 i ienft quite in the eontext of Mount laurel, except

17 procedurally^ because what we're fir-tnr h*rr £

18 one of another long row of obstacles. You know, I

19 think of Churchill. We'll fight them in the content,

20 Kefll fi&ht them In the trenches, We'll fight theiji.

21 $nat is going to happen to this municipality

22 this Is found to be ultra vires? Hiay 1!! go bach

23 do something else. They'll find another ordinance^

24 They'll find another zoning* ordinance if that —

25 time, e&t up the developer* Balse the cost of the land
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and raise the cost of the possibility of developirig

at low cost elements, and they have nothing to

Time is on their side. Thatfs what Mount Laurel is
3

about, and the substantive due process issue of Mount
4

Laurel may not be before you today. They wi l l be Ion
5

another occasion, but the court management Issues of

Mount Laurel are most respectfully before you today|, and

this must be seen as another tactic in that line,
8

THE COURT: I'm sure you want to respord
9

MR. PAKE: First, your Honor, perhaps, as a ft&ctu-

al point, it seems to me that in several places in| the

Mount Laurel decision, It indicates that a community

has considerable latitude to plan for diversity

its satisfied its Mount Laurel obligations. For in-

stance, &t page 3^5 the court says, "Finally, oncecommunity has satisfied its fair share obligation, the16

Mount Laurel doctrine wil l not r e s t r i c t o*h*"»* m*astires.
17 ! — •— ^

18 including large lot and open area zoning that

maintain its beauty and communal character." This

not a factual hearing today. We have indicated in
20

2 brief the steps we have taken. We have indicated |Ln

22 our brief that we, too, have "been concerned about •£

failure of the PD zone to develop as planned, and hne

of the purposes of this ordinance was precisely to

25 ate a more attractive and more reasonable PB zone.

our

ere-



1 The appendices in the brief indicate that we

2 already taken steps to solicit the assistance of

3 developers to provide for the intra-struefcure to die

4 everything necessary to make that work because it

5 important to the community to see housing "built.

19

bur

6 record of eighteen hundred approvals in the last 3-iear

7 or go speaks for itself.

8 THE COURT: Alright, letfs rsove on to the th5ji

9 set of motions. They deal Kith ccmscli^ii'.c^,

10 think it's your motion$ Ur, Pane. Argument on con^sol

11 Idatlon?
!

12 MR, PANE: Your Honor, with all due respect,

13 think, perhaps, this notion could better be discus

14 after we had a decision in the motions thst the c

15 I had just heard, because to nom extent * I think, \

16 and Centex share the view that the disposition c

17 those motions should effectively cetcr:--^,e vh

18 in terms of consolidaten at this point.
THE 00URT: Veil, letf£ talk about It in term£ Of

20 the next set of motions, which deal with the amendments

21 to the pleadings and the stricking of the counterclaims

22 on the new action• That's really what it's about;

23 isn't it? Isn't that what the consolidation is ab^

24 whether these counterclaims go forward?

25 MR. PANE: Well, your Honor, the counterclaimis are
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in one case, as a matter of right, The defensesf of

course, would have to be added by motion at this time,
i

but it would seem to us that the most significant ef-

fect on the consolidation would be the treatment of

the two major parts of the eases* Since the counter-

claims are in one of the cases, whether they're consol-

idated or separate —

TO! COURTI Well, suppose I strlfce this ordinance,

doesn't that effectively deal with the 19S3 cause

action? then you've got to be able to amend your 1981

case to assert your counterclaim, j

MR, FAKSi Couldn't the court still retain juris-

diction over the counterclaims in a separate matter?

THE COURT: Why should I?

MR, PAKE: Then the court could consolidate.

THE COURT5 And if the basis of the litigatio^

was to strike the ordinance as invalid, and if thai

succeeds, why should the tall wag the dog? Why should

the counterclaims stay?

MR* PAKE? Your Honor, it's clear from what

submitted, that our view is that these items all are

Intimately related$ and they should be tried on the

same schedule and have the same kind of discovery pro-

cedures .

THE COURT t What about the validity of these
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counterclaims as to whether or not they should be

struck? There's a motion. I consider the fourth

part of this, really, in two parts, there is a motion

you filed allowing you to file an amended answer and

counterclaim and a motion filed by Mr. Petrino to dis-

miss the counterclaims as premature or for failure to

state a claim, and all of that would be important [If

there was no consolidation* because the first — tjtie

1983 docket case might be dismissed. So, what do |fou

say about the --* I'll let them argue first on that.

Stoat's their motion to dismiss, unless you want to

add anything to what Mr. Pane said, Mr. Rosensweig.

Hot Okay.

MR. PETRINOj Which motion are we on, your Hojior?

THE COURT: Tfte motion dealing with the counter-

claims as to the conspiracy.

MR. PETRINO1 The motion to dismiss * as well. I

think that's the easiest one, your Honor, but we have

moved to dismiss or strike the counterclaims filed in

the TOR lawsuit as well as oppose the motion for l$ave

to file counterclaims in the original lawsuit and

to file additional affirmative defenses* It's been

briefed, and it's a long brief, and I won't dwell on

that.

I have several comments, however. I believe, your
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Honor, for the defendants to succeed on thdr motion for

leave to amend — and I'll address that first in nay

motion to add affirmative defenses of the counterclaims

She defendants, who have conducted discovery, jsusif

establish a prima facie case that the plaintiff's

claims, as met forth in the original lawsuit, are

baseless and that plaintiff knet* its claims lacke^

merit and proceeded anyway. I think, your Honor,

that the defendants have failed to meet this burdejr*

both in their draft pleadings and in the affidavits,

which purport to support the allegations of the counter

claims. I think, your Honor, it's indisputable t&j&t

Centex, Hew Jersey has set forth in the original

zoning allegation meritorious cleims* 1 think thait

the township's *71 master plan recommended that the

Centex site was appropriate for medium density develop-

ment, and that we submitted s proposal consistent

with a master plan, and we followed the procedure

suggested by the master plan*

THf COtJBTs Sure, but their counterclaims aren't

that your procedures arenH meritorious, but rathê r

that they are meretricious.

MB, PSTRIKDi Veil, your Honor# for their counter-

claim to have any eubstance, we'd have to be acting on

with knowledge that we have a baseless claim* If tire
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have — if we don't have a baseless claim* they have

no counterclaim. VeVre entitled, last time I checked,

to file a eotnplaint to litigate municipal action, and

if we have a colorable cause of action, then there is

no substance to the defendant's ecmnterelaim*

In terms of the good faith of plaintiff — an|d

not to dwell on the validity of our claims, because

I think they are clear — the plaintiff points to ja

November 22, '79 memo, which they'd like yov to "ĥ I

is an ̂ admission11 of the lack of meritorious claims.

Rather, that contains nothing more than a restatement

of Centex-tlew Jersey's public position* I said itj

publicly mmnf times, that while the Master Plan Upk

date's kand Use Plan appeared an paper to provide for

growth, in reality It was not providing for growth.

It was a theoretical growth plan,* not a realistic

plan* In fact, we filed a cooplaint on July 2f,,

months before that memo was written, &n& in the Fokirth

Count of that cotsplaint, we say in Paragraphs 2# 6 and

9 the following:

B2» The Township is a developing municipality

which must adjust its land use reflations so as tp

Biake realistically possible the development/construction

of an appropriate variety and choice of housing

the people who live and wish to live within its
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Paragraph 6 provides that, "The Update*B Land

Use Plan suggest that certain Township lands be zo^ed

for residential development, however# because of e\

lack of public sewers, merely zoning land in the Ijown-

ship for residential development will not make develop-

ment of the needed new dwelling units realistically

possible."

Paragraph 9 provides, "By failing to suggest

zoning scheme that can be realisticallyl and nor Just

theoretically, meet the Township's present need an|d

demand for new housing units, the Update and its Ijand

Use Plan do not promote the general welfare and trie

Update is therefore invalid."

It is hard for me to believe that anyone can read

that memo and with the knowledge of the allegations

of the complaint and reach the conclusion that

defendant has reached, I think, your Honor, that

in the context of the public statements made by Centex

prior to the November, f79 memo, this court would

viev?e!

have

to find that the affirmative defenses and counterclaims

that the defendants seek to assert are baseless, We

believe that they1 re brought as part of the township's

particular efforts to prevent Cent** from developing

its site. We, also, see it as an attempt to divert

this court's attention from the land use issues arid
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1 Just another e»apie of a way to Justify a harassing

2 discovery technique. We 4on*t believe that the defense

3 and counterclaims are supported by fact* There has

4 not even been a prima facie case established, and

5 think that it is necessary in this context for these

6 counterclaims and affirmative defenses to be allowedf

7 especially, since the township has conducted some

g discovery and has been given thousands of pages of

9 documents to review* For the same reasons, v*mr f*mor«

10 that the sotion for leave should be denied, the motion

to dismiss or strike, also -~ our motion «~* should be

12 granted* Alternatively, if your Honor doesnft watt

13 to preclude the defendant from souse time in the future,

14 should they be successful in the f8l litigation, from

15 pursuing this claim, we suggest and under the

16 line of cases,that your Honor could dismiss these!cases

17 as premature.

18 I think it's clear fr<m a reading of the counter-

19 claims that what they are objecting to * what the town*

20 ship is objecting to is the litigation brought by

21 Centex. If your Honor feels that it is not appropriate

22 at this time to make the factual determination as to

23 whether or not there fs a colorable claim, I think the

24 Penweg line of eases suggests how this court should

25 proceed •



TRS COUHTi Sldp for a minute to *i*at I call

6. You want to extend discovery to September 9»
2

both agree to that; isn't that correct?

o .*

4 MB, PBTKINC: Well, i t teas my notion, your Hcî or,

5 end I — there was no opposition, and I assume that1*

6 an agreement.

7 THE COITRT: Well, i f tha t ' s true, then, alth-stj^j

8 you argue that so far their counterclaim? only dezi

9 vitfc things lifce the Penwsr cscisior. ::e..:*- v',*;•:.. • i ".

10 i t should be t r i e i after the c«.ss is over, why shodldn

11 they be allowed to l i s t these affirmative dc-fc^ri,,

12 continue with discovery, an5 if they find co:rct^i- ̂

13 tha t ' s fraudulent or worthwhile in discovery CVJT t'r.e
14 summer, be able to assert tlmt as a'defer*?-, t : v;hri

15 is ycu are. after? That doesn't give hit, tN r:?.i£f

16 that one would get from this kind cf laweuit, te^t i t

17 s t i l l permits hirr. to go ahf.:...t:.»

18 Î H, ?l?rElEC: Clearly, they vill be permitted

19 to continue discovery, the: only problem v;ith allou.

20 the affirmative defenses to become part cf the cttt

21 now is that I don't believe there's anything in th\

22 affidavit submitted in support of the motion that

23 suggested an affirmative defense of any merit. Ifj

24 as a result of 'discovery —

25 THE COtJKT: Eut affintatave defer:set *re diff^rsnt
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than a count ere lain, because they don't seek relit:'!.

They seek to prevent a complaint, and, although, I

don't mind giving you my summer telephone number, Ij

can see that during the course of this discovery ycju

are going to get to a point where they're asking ques-

tions ana looking for documents with sonething, an*

you1 re going to say, no, we donft have to givt- you that

MB. PEIKING; fce already reached that point, ytur

HullOi1 •

THE COURT: If I rule that these aren't proper-

defenses. And, yeah, they might be able to find sotne-

thing over the summer using the full and free spiriro

of. discovery. That would then permit them to JLOVC,

if 1 grant your motion nGv;, would penult the;.- ZJ mo

later to file a counterclaim.

MR. PETRIKC: Your Honor, I have no problem asjlong

as 1 car: reserve the ri&ht to -•.-:• vc. to Glr-ic^ •.;._,.

defenses, so that they don!t heve to become pait of! a

trial.

THE COURT: Okay. NGW, dc you want to respond|tc

that?

MR. ROSENSVEIG: Your Honor, I think you put ycf>ur

finger on the issue. We want to stay in for discovery,

and I think at the appropriate time, —

THE COUHT; You mean you want tc sta;, in for aj£-
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covery and not assert any affirmative defenses tc

of the claims made and give up your claims for attorney

fee and damage under the Civil Rights Act?

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Of course not. What I'm saying

is we want to have these held in, have the ability!to

utilize the free and liberal discovery rules, and if

Me don't prove our case, Er. Petrinc has his remedy.

KB. PETRIKO; Your Honor, 1 made my statement

The context of your statement, that try.:- cc-ir. ..vi-v. 1;-..

would not be allowed, I just want to make that clei

for the record.

MR. PARb: There's been a misunderstanding. %

assumed that the counterclaims would be allowed >rr-

viaionally, so that discovery could proceed on t^j-\.

Our position, your Honor, is as tfr. Fosenswelg i-u'r'.tste

that we believe there is enough information ii- 4:v.<:

documents provided to shovv the't thers :• ?: r re ->;'•.* ["• ity

of a case. We, in good conscience, can't s&y that it's

definite, but on the other hand, there's enough th^re,

so that in our view we should be allowed to see if

there is more. If there isn't, we're not goir«g to

vociferous in opposing; a motion to dismiss. We do:

file superfluous claims.

THE COURT: I take it you admit that what you

so far isn't sufficient to support a counterclaim!

be

foun<
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MR. PANE: We believe it is, but there is, cer-

tainly, dispute. To put it another way, your Honojr,

therefs enough to support the counterclaim. Whether

there is enough to have a finding in our favor ul-

timately after a full hearing on the merits, is another

issue.

THE COURT: Okay, that brings us to my section

which is Mr. Goldshore's motion for summary judgment

in favor of the Municipal Utilities Authority.

MR. GOLDSHORE: Your Honor, my motion presents

the court with the opportunity to simplify this liti-

gation by dismissing one of the parties that realty

has no place in it. I think if we return to a concept

of fair play in these kinds of lawsuits, where devel-

opers sue municipalities, we find, of course, the |

township is a defendant, the planning board is a

dant, and now, the Municipal Utilities Authority,

some two years after the filing of the original lsfw-

suit, becomes, also, a defendant. Applying Mr. P^trino

logic, I think you could justify the Environmental.

Commission being a defendant in every dispute betvjeen

a developer and a municipality if that Environmental

Commission, during the process of the preliminary re-

view, sends a letter saying, well, we have to be

cerned about the environmental issues. Or, for that



1 matter, we could find in every developer versus mur|i-

2 cipality lawsuit, the Board of Health or the Building

3 Department or the fire department or the plumbing

4 agency.

5 The police department, the Board of Education^ or

any of a number of municipal entities that could cpmment

7 on development proposals, in their earliest stages^

a of exercising the authority granted to those municipal

9 agencies, are finding themselves as a result of ca^ry-

10 ing out their responsibilities pursuant to law as in

u additional defendant. I think, in the interest of ^im-

12 plifying what is already a very complicated lawsuit,

13 that we should give very careful attention to the $.t-

14 tempt by the Municipal Utilities Authority to clarify

15 and narrow the issues bdbre this court. Very frankly,

16 all the papers, all the documents that have been p?e-

17 sented to the court show that at the earliest stages,

18 the developer went first to the Department of Environ-

19 mental Protection, said to the Department of Environ-

20 mental Protection, How about approving this onsite

21 sewage disposal system. Itfs going to discharge 300

22 to 600 thousand gallons a day of residental and coi-

23 mercial sewage into the ground water of last Windsor

24 and in the vacinity of a subsurface water supply, ^

25 how about, MUA, approving this. When the Utilities
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Authority became achised of that, the Utilities Authority

said, one moment, give us an opportunity to comment on

this, give us an opportunity to participate, don't

rush the judgment on a development, on a proposal that

could seriously impact on water quality. The developer

came to the Utilities Authority and said, How aboujt

conceptual approval. Cut to its essence, what thb

developer was looking for was one approval that that

developer could broker, could use as a leverage tc

get additional approvals, and the Utilities Authority

did not grant that conceptual approval. Instead, w

find that the Utilities Authority in the spirit of

cooperation with the developer commissioned a hydr^geo-

logic study. Phase 1 was completed and cost about

$6000, which even in 1977 didn't buy a lot of hydrp-

geologic investigation. The result of that study,

was jointly commissioned and jointly supervised by

developer and the Utilities Authority, were inconcpLusivf.

An additional study was necessary.

We're in 1979* and the developer's engineer writes

to the Utilities Authority, and he says, Put everything

in a hold pattern. We're not going to try to broker

our approval. We're not going to try to get our first

approval from the Utilities Authority. We're going to

proceed with getting zoning approval, and if your Honor

that

the
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took note of the affidavit that Mr. Petrino submitted,

2 essentially, they1re copies of letters that I sent to

3 Mr. Petrino during the course of hi* initial litigation

4 with the municipality, when my client wasn't a par|ty,

5 and those letters clearly state that the practice,

6 the consequenting of approvals should be zoning apf

7 provals first, then utility approvals. Don't come to

8 the Utilities Authority with your idea, with your

9 embryonic conception. Get Planning Board approval arid.

10 of course —

THE COURT: So, the Planning Board can turn d0wn

12 an developer because there is no sewer capability 4t

13 site?

14 MR. G0LDSH0RE: I don't think so, your Honor.

15 THE COURT: I have a case from the Appellate j

16 Division that said that was permissible in Lawrence

17 Township.

18 MR. GOLDSHORE: Ifm not familiar with all the fact

19 in that case, but the Municipal Land Use Law at, I

20 believe, Section 28 — but could be 38 — says th&tj

21 a major subdivision may be conditioned upon adequate

22 sewage. It can!t be denied.
-

23 When you come in with a complete application vender

24 the Municipal Land Use Law, that local Land Use agency,

25 whether it's the Planning Board or Zoning Board, cab
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condition your land use approval on your getting

developer getting our approvals.

THE COURT: But don!t they say that toesn!t d<j>

them much good, because you are scheming with the

township? So, even if they force the township to

them approval, theyfve got you there to make sure they

donft get the sewer —

MR. GOIDSHORE: Well, they1re saying that, and

if you look at the letters that they submit in support

of this, the bald allegations of conspiracy — and^

indeed, when you plead to conspiracy, which is the

easiest thing to plead -- I mean, we could have —

THE COURT: The easiest thing to prove; isn*t ft?

MR. GOIDSHORE: I think there are a lot of things

that are easier to prove than conspiracy. If anything

was coordinated — the review process in East Windsor,

as it took place with respect to Centex, wa& the v£ry

antithesis of a conspiracy. What it was was a co-

ordinated approval process, where the Utilitites

Authority was adising the Planning Board, as it is

supposed to do under the Municipal Land Use Law,

the constraints that the environment places on a

proposal such as this.

All we have — the letters from the Chairman

of the Utilities Authority to the Planning Board ftnd



1 to the governing body indicate that — they indicate

2 that the concern is there, an<3 therefs no use denying

3 that the Utilities Authority was concerned about ajt

4 proposal that would discharge these huge amounts of

5 residential sewage and, perhaps, industrial sewagei Into

6 the subsurface soils in the vacinlty of the Twin riivers

7 well* Certainly, the Authority was concerned abujt tha<

o and it had the obligation to be concerned about

9 but this isnft a ease of conspiracy. All we have

10 the letters. They've always been available to the

n applicant, and in terms of conspiracy, it's not thpre

12 and It can't be there, because what we have is an j

13 agreement to execute the statutory responsibilities

14 of the Authority to assure that the environment or

15 water supply is protected for all the residents,

16 We've always said to Centex, and in my recent

17 letters to Mr. Petrlne, that he's chosen to attach to

18 his appendix — I said, Get Zoning Board approval, and

19 we will consider your application on the same footing

20 as any other land owner. That's been the established

21 policy of the Authority. What you try to do was t$

22 JttTsp ahead in line, and you came forth with an inncj>va-

23 tive concept, and you told us to put It on hold in

24 1979* In terms of the conspiracy, the problem, too,

25 is this is a very stale claim in terms of the 4 4
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rule. Uhder Hule 4:69 of the Court Rules* 4* days.

Okay, 90 days] extended. 90 days. A hundred and

eighty days. Ho* in this ease what the applicant has

done, what the developer has done la he waited years

to sake a claim against the Authority, and I think) one

must assume that, if one reasons, is a tactic on behalf
6

of Centex* Centex talks about municipal tactics-, jbut

letfs look at their tactics* fheir tactic is to
8 |

bring in another municipal agency and cause that aŝ n-

iclpal agency to spend funds to defend themselves £n

what is, really, a time-barred, meritless claim whfere

vague — the vaguest allegations of conspiracy are

made, but all we have are letters showing a legitimate
13

concern by the Utilities Authority concerning the

environment* Not only the letters that Mr. Petrlnd
15

attached to his moving papers, but the letters thai
16

I've attached to my answer and to my moving papers

1O show a legitimate concern for the environment, not!a

19 conspiracy*

*ffil COURT! Go ahead,
20

MB, PKTHIKO: Your Honor, Mr. Goldshore, on behalf

of the MUA and his papers raises purely procedural

Issues« The problem with his brief is that he assumes

that our dels is for the wrongful refusal to grant} a

25 conceptual approval, That's the basis of his argument,
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1 and he makes the various procedural points in that!

2 context* Unfortunately, your Honor, that's — unfor-

3 tunately for hi» f fortunately for us* that's not our

4 claim. Our claim Is that the MUA, acting in concert

5 with the Planning Board and the Council*'has refused -

6 embark on a policy to refuse to extend sewer water

7 lines in various portions of the murfcipallty, so that

8 those portions could not develope, 8ow, it's clear

9 from a review of the pleadings, that that If* the of six

10 and thrust of our complaint, a complaint, by the

11 or our counts of the complaint dealing with the

12 and by the way, your Honor, we have just begun to

13 commence discovery on that claim. \*e do not have any

14 discovery from the WMMA as of this point in tlmcu

15 In ©y response to & request for admissions, specific*-

16 2y, paragraph % w e clearly state, "that the subject

17 matter of the Counts of th% &mn&e& Complaint dire

18 against the SKKUA relate, in part, to the concerted

19 and - continuing efforts of the Township Council,

20 ning Board, and EKMUA to illegally control growth

21 in the Township in direct violation of Plaintiff's

22 constitutional rights •"

23 It's not as Mr, Goldshore suggests, a claim based

24 upon wrongful refusal to approval an application

25 conceptual approval to handle sewage on site*
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1 THE COURT: Then whatfs the relationship of that

2 to the fact that your engineer told him to put youij

3 plans on hold? How does that fit in?

4 MR. PETRIKO: Well, in terms of Bolt 4:69-6, it

5 sits in in the sense that at that point, it became

6 clear that, since sewer lines didn't exist and the

7 water lines didnft exist in the area, and that theife

8 was a predisposition to deny Centex1 s request to

9 an onslte facility, that there was no reascn. to ir-o\j-e

10 ahead. It would have been a futile gesture, and urider

11 4:69-6, the case law is clear that under that content,

12 we're not obligated to move forward.

13 THE COURT: What indicates such a predisposition?

14 MR. PSTRINC: What Indicates? There was a letter,

15 your Honor, and itfs attached as Exhibit D to our brief

16 in support of the motion to dismiss or strike the

17 counterclaim, written by the Chairman of the EW-f^

18 and submitted to the Acting Commissioner of DEP. *fhe

19 letter was written after DEP had informally reacted

20 favorably to the Centex proposal, and we submit th&t,

21 your Honor, this letter not only shows an effort oij\

22 the part of the MUA to exert pressure on the DEP t<f>

23 discontinue its review, but, also, points out the fact

24 that one of the major concerns of the EWMUA was not

25 environmental,but was fiscal, economic, and that tljiis



I 5 1
is consistent with our concept of the conspiracy

between Council and the Planning Board, That one bf
2

the major reasons why Centex has not been able to
3 |

obtain approvals in the East Windsor ftewnship is a
4

concern for the fiscal, rather than the land use ifirpact
5

of the development.
6

Itfs clear from the testimony that was produced

or educed before the Planning Board on a number of

occasions, that this is an appropriate site for d,e\?el~

opment. I donft want to get into, your Honor, all the
specific factual contentions of this case, but what

11

that letter shows is that the EWMUA, as well as the
12

Council and Planning Board, people who received copies

of that letter, along with the Sierra Club and all the

local newspapers, were concerned not with land use!
15

issues, but fiscal impact.
16

Your Honor, wefve addressed point->Hr-point

the procedural — why the procedural arguments raided
18 i

by Mr. Goldshore on behalf of the MUA must fail. |fm
19 I

not going to go over those. I'm sure your Honor h4s
20

read our brief.
21

I MB. GOLDSHORE: Your Honor, with respect to the
22 *

letter that Mr, Petrino refers to, it1s clear that

the bulk of that letter is concerned with envjtonmerital

considerations. It's a June 2, 1977 letter, by thê  way
25
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at the earliest stages, !This is at the time when

and2 Centex was trying the end-run approach to the DEP,

3 the issues raised by the Chairman there are impact on

4 ground water supplies, deep well injection, rechajrge

5 beds, a concern for industrial waste, the storm waiter

6 runoff and ground water runoff concerns, the presence

7 of potable water supply in the area, and other

8 natural factors.

9 With respect to the economic arguments, certfijinly,

10 Mr. Petrino misconstrues the obligations of Utilities

11 if he does not think that Utilities must be mindful

12 of the cost of any surface both to its rate payers and

13 its bond holders. Its present rate payer and its jfu-

14 ture rate payers, and in consideration of economic

15 considerations or a reflection on them is certainl^

16 proper by the Utilities Authority. But what we hajve,

17 really, is an indication in 1979, in July of 19?:; j—

18 if there was a conspiracy, it ended in July of 197^

19 when, indeed, the applicant told us to go away. He

20 said — the applicants engineer, on July 16, 1979 said

21 Put it in a hold position, MUA, until the status of

22 this matter is resolved with the township* So, to

23 the extent that there was any unholy alliance — aijid I

24 think the letters indicate exactly the opposite — t h e n

25 that situation ended in 1979# and we refer to the
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of court. The enlargement of the 45-day period with-

in which to bring a prerogative writ matter , can be

enlarged only when the interest of justice require.

We referred the cases —

THE COURT: Don't they say you have a continuing

violation?

MR. GOLDSHORE: Veil, that assertion flies in the

face of their advice to the MUA, which in 1979 wa&,

go away. Itfs very difficult tc envici-,^ ~-

TH£ COURTi Bid they tell you in 1979 to stop

planning sewer and water lines in that portion of the

township or to stop considering planning of a parti-

cular treatment project on their property?

MR, GGLDSHORB: Well, the letters from the plain-

tiff's engineer is "that the Centex matter should be

kept In a hold position."

TKE COURT: What w&s the Centex natter;

MR* GOLBSHOBE; The Centex matter included both

the — the Centex matter involved the provision of

Utilities1 service to the Centex property, whether,

indeed, it was an onsite sewage disposal system or the

provision of lines. Why would the Utilities Authority

extend lines to a distant development ifh#n it's engi-

neer said, put it in a hold position in 1979? 1 think

the engineers letter was clear. It war a direction
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to go away. We're going to settle our land use mat-

ters with the municipality% and then we
111 come back

to you. This isn't a situation where & plaintiff was

not represented by counsel at all stages in the pro-

ceeding. If there was a reason to take an appeal, it

was in 1979. It wasn't in 1982,

MB, PETBIHQ: Your Honor, I think your Honor has

eluded to the portion of the brief that I would men-

tion, also, and that is that wha'c ve'rt «a.lh ji&.

here is the obligation of the MUA that didn't end on

July of '79 to make decisions with regard to where

sewer lines should be built and extended. What we1re

seeking to enforce by way of mandate$ not review of any

action — they certainly didnft take any action — is

our right to sewer and water*

THE COUBT; Bid you ask them for it?

ME. PE1RIN0; What?

THE COUBT: Did you ever ask them for it-

MR. PETRIHG: We1re talking about their ongoing

statutory obligation to provide sewer and water within

their franchise area, within the area that they1re

authorized to serve•

THE COURT: Did you ever ask thea to provide it

to the area in the municipality in which you own pro-

perty?
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MB, PBTHINC; fo"e never submitted a letter to them

to that effect, no* your Honor. We're talking about

their continuing obligation, as similar to an obliga-

tion of the municipality under a Municipal Land Use

Law, to continue to make decisions regarding where —

in this c a s e — a sewer~water line should be extended.

That obligation didn't end in July of f?9 when we

stopped discussing with them a proposal for onsite

treatment• They have that obligation, l-hcy h;>..' the

obligation in August of *?9« 2hey have the obligation

today to continue to ensure that they are meeting their

statutory obligations to provide sewer and water to

the people who live or wish to live witftin their fran-

chise area,

TEE COURT: Okay* we're take about a ten-minute

break, and then I'll announce my decisions,

(At which time a recess was taker,.}

THE COURT: Alright, I have prepared notes froa

which 1 will enter an on?l opinion. 1 have copies of

those notes for each of you and a set of order© for

each of you. I will cover all the motions including,

freer, the beginning, since I've just received & copy

of the "brief submitted by the Kew Jersey Association

of Professional Planners and have considered that.

First, the Nev. Jersey Euilders Association moves t
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1 intervene as Amicus Curiae. This motion is denied.

2 Although the requirements of Rule 1:13-9 has beer.

3 fulfilled, the Builders Association filed a brief on

4 the merits, which, I believe added nothing to assist

5 the resolution of the matter, not that it contained

6 nothing, but its arguments were the sane on the issue

7 with which it v»as concerned as that of the plaintiff1 s.

8 Therefore, I believe everything has been amply covered

9 "ty the plaintiff.

10 The Kev; Jersey Association of Professional Planner

11 also, moved to intervene as Amicus Curiae, Apparently,

12 the brief w&£ filed here in the courthouse and W£s

13 mi-placec and was, apparently, filed on .April 22. I

1.4 have reviewed that brief, and I will discuss, its cor,ten

15 during, the course of my ruling on the motions for- sum-

16 siarv- judgment with regard to the I963 cause of action.

17 T h e p o i n t o f v i e w e x p r e s s e d t h e r e 1,K , :.•• :•••:: , ~ .̂.- „ '.->s«

18 f< Tî H concept is nothing, mere then a simple extc^eden

19 cf cluster zoning, and its purpose is tc preserve open

20 space, including agricultural arear. That, bj.pically,

21 was ergueo this morning by Mr. Pane. Their arfvim&rsts

22 as Amicus Curiae are limited to whether TDK is permissl

23 lie under the Municipal Lend Use Law and without ape-

24 cific reference to the East Vindsor ordinance, That

25 j'?rtic\;l&r issue has, 1 Mieve, been adequately briefed
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1 and argued by the parties to this matter. There are

some interesting arguments raised in this brief -with

3 regard to what property owners may do in terras of open

4 space area in a cluster zoning ordinance, and that ther

5 are different ways that is handled by different muni-

cipalities. My problem Kith that is that, although tha

7 may be, I don't get enough out of that to change i*:y

g mind as tc what I see in terms of TDB as a basis. 3c,

Q T'm going to deny that notion for tvc J r' .-; ::• a •-. . I..:;. .,

10 because I've, also, denfed the motion for Adieus Curiae

frofr the Builders Association, which v:as covered by the

12 plaintiff, and I thin!r this Is, also, covered by the

13 defendants as far as the Planners are concerned. 7r;ere

14 fore, although I stated earlier this morning t-oiy^'i Mr.

15 Norman appeared here -- and he should enter his sppear-

16 ance on the record.

17 KB. KORMAN: Thorns Kormar for t\:-> V: j-s •>:•••

18 Chapter of the American Planning Association on a

19 notion for leave to &ppear as Amicus Curiae.

20 THE COURT: Although I said before the t it v2 ••

21 denied, because I received nothing, except a letter

22 indicating that moving, papers would be filed, I'll con-

23 sider that they were filed, but that the moticr is,

24 else, denied.

25 Next ie the group of notions dealinr vith tr-c
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validity of TDK as a concept. Plaintifffs move for

2 summary judgment on Count 1 of the 1983 complaint,

3 ! which is Docket L-6433-83. Defendant's cross-move

4 for summary judgment. Then defendant's move for susr*-

5 nary judgment on Counts 2 and 9 of that act ion^ and

6 plaintiff's cross-move for summary judgment on Count

7 2.

8 Ordinance 1982-16 is invalid because it creates

9 zones in East Windsor Township dependent upor tr?infer

I

10 of development rights, a zoning concept not authorised

1-1 "by the legislature. Having reached that conclusion^

12 I think I need only deal with the motions for summary

13 jud@fF.ent and cross-motion for summary judgment on Count

14 1* and the motions with regard to Counts 2 and 9 need

15 not "be considered at this time. Summary judgment is

16 granted to plaintiff on Count 1 of the complaint, and

17 defendant's cross-motion for summary tn)d^^n^nt on that

18 count is denied. Similarly, defendant's motion to

19 consolidate this action with the earlier action,

20 Docket Fo. L.51177-80, is denied as is plaintiff's

21 motion to dismiss the counterclaims filed in the instan

22 action.

23 Summary judgment, of course, may only "be granted

24 when there are no material questions of fact to "be

25 decided. All parties agree that this matter is proper



for such disposition and a motion and cross-motion to

thet end have been filed. Undoubtedly, this is th~
2

proper procedure, as the parties argue that the

ordinance is either valid or invalid on its fac<?*
4

S e e Brunetti v. New Milfordf 68 H.J, 576 (197?)*

Morris town v. Hanover ̂ 168 Ti.J. Super. £Q* (Arp* Kv,
6 "" : ~

1 9 7 9 ) ; Br idge Park Co. v^Hlghland^PferX, 113 # . ' - Super

219 (App. Div . 1 0 7 1 ) . Can everybody hear? I d.r-^ft
8 want anybody to have cc?re this? far sn* -~t b" •*v<'̂ . t^
9

hear what*s goin^ on. OKav*
10

The constitution provides that the legislature

mav delegate certain Eonin̂ r newer?? to municir/alities
12

permitting there to adopt ordinancess which either

resulete the construction, nature end extent of use of

buildings in specified districts, or regulate tV:?.
15

nature and extent of the uses of lend in specified dis-
16

tricts. See, K.J, Constitution ,v., . ...

18 Section VT, paragraph 2, Ttie legislature

19 such zoning authority in the Municipal Land Ur,e

Ses, !f«J»S.A. 40!55B-62, which repeats the terms of the

constitution: MThe governing body rosy adopt or amend

p>, zoning ordinance relating to the nature and extent of

23 the uses of land and of buildings and structures there-

oyI on," Any zoning ordinance must conform to those limits

25 or it Is void, because s municipality has no inherent
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1 power to adopt a zoning ordinance. See, Dresner v.

2 Correra, 69 N.J. 237 at 241 (1976) and Roekhill v.

3 Chesterfield Township* 23 H.J. 117 at 125 (1957).

4 To begin with, the language of the enabling act

5 has no express reference to or authoriztion of

6 "development rights" or the TDR concept. One must

7 look to K.J.S.A. 4O:55D-62 and 65 as the source of

8 the municipality's power, rather than N.J.S.A. 4O:55E-2

9 which sets forth the "intent and purpose" cf the ton*-

10 cipal Land Use Law. Defendants argue that the latter

11 section is the basis for the implied authority of

12 East Windsor Township to enact the ordinance in questiofi.

13 Subsections (a), (e), (g), (i) and (j) demonstrate the

14 legislative concern with preservation of agricultural

15 land and stand for the proposition that such a concern

16 or purpose may be the basis for an ordinance creating

17 a zone for agricultural uses. Bat the p:wer to create.

18 such a zone and to restrict land, herein, to such uses

19 comes from sections 62 and 65> rather than from section

20 2. An examination of the effect of this ordinance vill

21 demonstrate that East Windsor Township has, herein,

22 exceeded its power tc zone.

23 In order to preserve agricultural land, the or-

24 dinance crertes an AP (agricultural preservation) zone

25 which includes approximately 3000 acres in the south-
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1 eastern end southern parts of the township. Permitted

2 uses are limited to agricultural, roadside produce

3 • stands and farm dwellings. Conditional use provisions

4 permit single-family dwellings on farms at a ratio cf

5 one ^£Y 20 acres and on smaller farms If the lend is

6 net suitable for agricultural preservation, Plaintiff

7 owns some 6CC seres in this zone, all of which is desig

8 nated a.s "growth area" in the State Development Gu.l^s

9 / rcc.. In owner cf lane in th?f .?rr^ 'r\ 'r<: --v ^ '

10 some T!development rights" for which he gives th* town-

11 ship a recordable covenant against futvr* nons^ricul-

12 tura! xire cf the fanrilcr,.*, The crdinanc? defines s

13 ctivelcpren; right aff "an interest in lane5 which repre-

14 ££;nts t, certain right to xict the land fc** residential

15 cr ;*oxnvt;..Identiaj purport?*:,"

16 o'*cv. development ri£h*t; may ther be transferred

18 portion of the township* That other land, consisting

19 cf, apprc.ximate.-2r, ?00 acrest is in the PS*P (residentia

20 expansior for agricultural preservation) zone. Per-

21 ritted uses in that zone arr: agricultural * ein.rr.le-

22 family dvellingsr on two-acre lots &n& planned develop-

23 rz&nt, Kif.*:-:r density development for tingle-fur.*ly

24 residerce-Sj townhouses, or garden apartaents is permitt

25 if development right? are transferred according tr
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1 schedule. Thus, landowners desiring to develop resi-

2 dential units in the REAP zone of any significant

3 density must purchase development rights from land-

4 owners in the AP zone and surrender them to the munici-

5 pality in order to obtain approval of the desired highe

6 density development.

7 This court is to decide whether the Municipal Land

8 Use Law authorizes municipalities to adopt zoning lavrs

9 creating a preservation zone, providing for ^eparaiiDn

10 of development rights from land ownership in that zone,

11 and permitting development of land in a receiving zone

12 conditioned on purchase and transfer of such rights.

13 I think it does not when the ordinance involves a

14 departure from traditional concepts of zoning and plan-

15 ning permitted by the Municipal Land Use Law. The leg-

16 islative development of K.J.S.A. 4O:55B-65 demonstrates

17 that changes in the traditional concepts are HI? d- vj th

18 legislature, rather than by the municipalities. If spe-

19 cific authority was provided for such mundane matters

20 as creation of flood plain area, requiring taxes to be

21 paid prior to subdivision approval, permitting planned

22 developments and zoning for senior citizen community

23 housing, it is clearly necesaary for this prc^csed

24 zoning, which impacts en title interests and taxation

25 problems so seriously that statewide uniform regulation
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is required. Ordinance 1932-16 of East Windsor Town-

ship is an ordinance* which departs frcja the accepted

concepts of soning and planning* no matter ho%? lifeerall;

construed.

Plaintiffs argue that the two bills were introduce

by legislators to regulate the concept of transfer of

development rights* and they claim that this indicates

the legislature's intent tc exclude such authority from

the Municipal Land Use lav. That is xtct pf.rsu£»ivr.-

authority for such an argument* but these proposed tills

do indicate the complexity of the issue &na the need fo

uniform regulation. Set.* A-3192 (1975) and A-lfC? (197$)

Certs inly* after the- decision by the Supreme Court in

South Burlington County KAAC? vy, Mt« laurel Township;

92 K»J» 158 (1983}, the State Development Guide Plan

(May 1980) has become a very ir#ortant document fox

Kount Laurel type disputes, and tht ctbst c?-jt?.•-:. r-f

action related to the instant case has such dienutes

at issue. The extant fact question of whether the AT

and B M P aones were located in a manner inconsistent

«ith that plan indicates the need for uniform regulatiojr;

of the criteria for delineating the freservation end

transfer zones in a TER plan* Sucli regulation vas

proposed by A*1509 (1978), as vas a scheme for deter-

mining hov development rights were to be assessed*
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1 taxed and sold or exhanged.

2 Under this ordinance, the conditional uses of

3 higher density residential development are not condi-

4 tioned on traditional land uses* Instead, they art,

5 conditioxied on relinquishment of part of the fee owner*

6 ship of property — the development right — arid this

7 requires uniform regulation. One need only look to the

8 development of condominium ownership and remember ui

9 multitude oi planning and

10 condominium developments, Ihe result was a

11 statute; &,J.S,A, 46:<ix>-l e_t_ _se%. Probably more

12 ^ri point i& Bridge F&rk Company v, Highlana Far A, 113

13 !»,«. buper, 212 (Appellate Division 1971>» where U^

14 zoning ordinance defined a garden apartment a^ 4* buiid-

15 ing or series of buildings under single ownership.

16 'iiie municipality did this in order to exclude horizontal

20

22

17 property regimes and condoxuiiiiuma, but

18 that the enabling act then in force (U.J «S+&. 4O;i>5>-!

19
aid not permit a municipal!ty to \& a zoning ordinance
nto regulate the ownership of "buildings or the

21 of tenancies permitted.' In the matter at bar, £aat

Windsor Township has enacted an ordinance which regu-

23 lates the ownership of property rather than the physical

2 usfc of land and structures. See, also, Metzdorf v.

2B
Kuaasoii, 6? fr»J* ̂uper, 121 (Appellate Division



1 where the zoning ordinance was invalidated because

2 it prohibited transfer of title to land by specific

3 devise.

4 Defendants argue that this ordinance is sustainable

5 as an exercise of the ordinary police power of the

6 ' municipality pursuant to &.J.S.A. 40:^8-2. However,

7 as noted at the starts the constitution only permits

8 the legislature to empower a municipality to regulate

9 land use within its border;,, an: tiv -."...: ".:I.c i.-,:, "••.:, :h

10 the legislature granted such power is the Municipal

11 Land Use Lav; and only th.?t. There is no doubt trmt

12 Ordinance 1982-16 fulflllr rncny of tie v;crthv purposes

13 of zoning legislation, but that it doe.: 20 without c-.riy

14 statutory power to achieve such purpose::.. TLe Planning

15 Association argued the same thing, I think", I:; taeir

16 ! brief, I think, when they stated th??, tb^r« are valid

17 purposes of zoning to "be achieve-: V, t\ U •;.---x .. i- ./•"•"

18 technique. And as Ifve just said5 I agree tteb t•;••:.

19 concept is worthy and should be certeinly censidcred

20 as a possible pool in land use development and ^y-wth

21 in this st£te, but, I believe, that cecau.se of cw-,.

22 other implications of taxation and title questions,

23 that this has to be address£•:* on the uniform ta... is

24 by the legislature.

25 Finally, there is the issue of rercv-dj'' -- rha" î ,,
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what happens when summary judgment is granted to

plaintiff? The ordinance contains a severablllty

clause, and defendants rely on that to protect all parts

of the ordinance not specifically related to TDR.

Hie entire background of the enactment of Ordinance

1982-16 shows that it was a unitary plan to adopt the

TOR concept, and that the tones created were only cre-

ated to fit into the overall TDK scheme* This is the

dominant purpose of the ordinance, no one part is func-

tionally independent of another, and TDR was the signi-

ficant inducement to adoption. Thus, by the rule of

Inganaaort v. Tort LeeJ 72 H.J, kl2 (1977)* the entire

ordinance is invalid notwithstanding the existence of

a severability clause*

Plaintiff says the next step is for the court to

order the township to rezone the area within 90 days and

submit the new ordinance to Judicial review. There is

nothing to demonstrate any substantial legal problems

with the prior ordinance, except as It is challenged

in the related natter of Docket Ho. L-51177-80. The

land in question is not unzoned. Cf., Petlln Associate!

Inc, v, Dover, 6k H,J. 327 (197*); Morris County Land

v. Pfcrslppany-Troy Hills> kO H,J, 539 (1963)., I'll

talk more about this when I get into the question of

the defenses and the counterclaims.
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1 Defendants then move to consolidate the two

2 actions. This motion is denied, because the 1983

3 action has been terminated by the grant of summary

4 judgment to plaintiff declaring the entire ordinance

5 invalid.

6 That leads us directly to defendants' motion to

7 file amended answer and counterclaim in the 1981 case,

8 which has the 1980 docket number. This motion is

9 granted in part and denied in part. That is3 the defen-

10 dants may amend their answer and assert the affirmative

11 defenses set forth in the proposed "Amendment to

12 Answers", but they may not file the proposed counter-

13 claim.

14 Defendants state that the essence of their counter

15 claim is that plaintiff and/or its officers, agents and

16 employees desired to turn a loss into a substantial

17 profit by tortiously threatening and seeking to coerce

18 the township into rezoning plaintifffs property. They

19 claim the plaintiff committed fraud, violated the

20 civil rights of the township and its inhabitants and,

21 filed a baseless lawsuit (meaning the instant 1983

22 case). The basis of these claims is a series of in-

23 ternal memoranda from plaintiff's files indicating

24 litigation strategy which this court finds to be or-

25 dinary and usual in prerogative writ cases involving
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1 resoning requests by land developers* That is, pre-

2 eentation of & worst case plan or one legally noxious

3 Is often done by developers to convince the municipal

4 authorities that the prof erred plan should be approved*

5 In general, the counterclaim sounds as if it was

6 a complaint for malicious use of process* All parties

7 acknowledge that such a claim may not be brought by

8 counterclaim, but must await termination of the uncler-

9 lying action. See, Penwag Property Co, v« Landaua

10 76 K#J* 595 (1978). Defendants argue that such is not

11 the true nature of their counterclaims, but they seek

12 redress for conspiracy, harassment and other tortious

13 conduct t It seems to me, however, that the defendants

14 are merely trying to rename a rose, and the familiar

15 cliche is pertinent• Such claims will be permitted

16 as affirmative defenses, and if they are established,

17 they may support an action for malicious prosecution

18 in the future. Since nothing on the fact of the Centex

19 memoranda, when read in context, indicates unusual or

20 bad faith action by the plaintiff, the claims are

21 facially insufficient* Howerver, because I will grant

22 additional time to complete pretrial discovery until

23 September 9, 1983, defendants may seek further support

24 for the presentation of these claims as affirmative

25 defenses at trial or for the renewal of this motion.
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There's another motion that relates to this,

in which plaintiff moves to dismiss counterclaims

filed in the 1983 action. 1*11 grant this motion be-

cause the counterclaims have been considered and

dismissed in connection with the earlier filed action.

Now, as to trial and whether or not these affirma-

tive defenses may be struck or the counterclaims suc-

cessfully added, I think that we should consider trying

what plaintiffs call a Mount Laurel issue on the tv:o-

acre zoning claim and the use or non-use of the PD zone.

Your discovery will be over right after Labor Day. What

I'd like you to do is contact me as soon as the —

well, we're in session the day after Labor Day. I was

going to say the new term, but the new term begins.

July 1 this year, and we should set up a status con-

ference in the way of a pretrial conference. I'd like

you to be prepared at that time to tell me how long

its going to take to try the case, how many witnesses

you're going to have and have suggestions for breaking

the litigation up, so that we don't try it all at once.

But that if this is an issue that would be the pre-

dominant issue, that would then require* if the plain-

tiffs prevail, a new ordinance, or If the defendants

prevail, the plaintiffs will have to do whatever steps

they deem necessary. That will be, basically, dispositive
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of — I don't know, tactics or where you stand and

let you each move off to another step outside of the

court. I think we should consider trying to "break

that issue out of litigation, and that would, also,

impact on the MUA.

Now, the next set of motions deal with the MUA's

motion for summary judgment in the 1981 action, and

in this instance, East Windsor MUA moves for summary

Judgment claiming: (1) there is no legally cognizable

dispute because Centex never made a complete applicatio;

and it requested a stay of the preliminary application

it had "been processing; (2) the claim for a violation

of the federal civil rights act (42 U.S.C.A. section

1983) i s "barred by a two-year statute of limitations;

(3) no notice of claim was filed as required by the

Tort Claims Act (N.J.S.A. 59:8-8) and EUKUA is immune

from liability thereunder for its licensing and per-

mitting activities; (4) the preregative writs claims

were not brought within the time limit permitted by

Rule 4:69-6; and (5) Centex failed to exhaust adminis-

trative remedies as required by Rule 4:69-5.

Centex replies by arguing: (1) the Tort Claims Act

does not apply to a damage claim under the federal

civil rights act or to an action seeking injunctive or

declaratory relief; (2) the proper statute of limitation's
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1 is six years or two years from discovery of the cause

2 of action; (3) the complaint was amended timely under

3 Rule 4:69; and (4) it is not required to exhaust

4 administrative remedies because there are important

5 constitutional issues raised in this matter and

6 because such exhaustion would be futile.

i
7 As we all Know, summary judgment will be denied

8 if there is a genuine issue as to a material fact as Io4g

i

9 | as the statute of limitations has net been violated.

10 It will, also, be denied if discovery is incomplete,

11 if discovery would lead to revelation of such issues

12 of fact. The gist of the amendments to the complaint,

13 which added East Windsor MUA as a defendant is the

14 claim that it, the governing body and the planning

15 board "acted in concert to formulate an exclusionary

16 land use plan for the Township that utilized the lack

17 of sewer plant and line capacity as a key element to

18 prevent or limit development in East Windsor Township."

19 Count 14 seeks damages under the federal civil rights

20 act for the alleged conspiracy. As such, the notice of

21 claim and immunity provisions of the Tort Claims Act

22 do not apply. See, Gipson v. Bass River, 82 Federal

23 Rules Decision 122 (District of New Jersey 1979);

24 T & M Homes,, Inc. v. Township of Mansfield, 162 K.J.

25 Super. 497 (Law Division 1978); Lloyd v. Stone Harbor,
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179 N.J. Super. 496 (Chancery Division 1981). Counts

15 and 16 ask the court to require East Windsor MUA

to approve the extension of its water and sewer lines

to plaintiff fs property, so plaintiff may develop its

land. Since no relief by way of damages is sought

in these two counts, the Tort Claims procedures would

not apply. N.J.S.A. 59 *#1-^. I conclude that neither

the notice provisions, nor the immunity provisions of

the Tort Claims Act impact on claims under the federal

civil rights act.

As to the applicable statute of limitations, the

rule requires reference to the most appropriate state

law. See, Johnson v. Railway Express Agency, 421 U.S.

454 at 462 (1978). The nature of the conduct plaintiff

complains of is a conspiracy to prevent it from devel-

oping its land — a tortious injury to real property.

As such, N.J.S»A. 2A:l4-l is directly applicable and

its six-year period of limitations governs. Compare,

Gipson v. Bass River, supra.

The 45-day limitation of Rule 4:69-6 cannot

fairly apply to this situation. As plaintiff points

out, nothing is being done by EWMUA regarding plaintiff

property, so the doctrine of continuing wrong is per-

tinent. But more than that, the iiter&etion of a util-

ities authority with other local administrative bodies
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is obvious and necessary in any large scale land

development today. If plaintiff can prove the exis-

tence of a conspiracy, all conspirators would "be lia-

ble if the conspiracy involved a deprivation of due

process of law or equal protection of law under the

U.S. Constitution. Along those lines, there's a case

called Lawrence Wood Sales Corp. v. Lawrence Township

Planning Board and the Township of Lawrence. I believe

itfs an unreported opinion of the Appellate Pi vision>

decided February 10, 1983> in which Lawrence Township

land development ordinance allowed subdivisions where

public sewage and water facilities were available, and

if there was individual sewage, facilities had to have,

at least, 60,000 square feet. Plaintiff applied for

some approval and was rejected because he was unable

to give assurance that the public sewage facilities

would be available, and the plaintiff ss,i£ thf-» al-

though this can be required on an application for fi-

nal subdivision approval, it can require it on a

preliminary application. The court referred to part

of the Municipal Land Use Law, 4O:55B-38(b)(3), which

provided that an ordinance requiring approval by the

planning board of either subdivisions or site plans

or both, shall include provisions Insuring sewage

facilities and other utilities necessary for essential
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services to residents and occupants. So, they have

this in their ordinance, and they required a subdivi-

sion applicant to give them written assurance, which,

obviously, they couldn't do. The trial judge, which

was me, found that sewage facilities were neither

available, nor planned because there was a letter from

the local sewage authority which clearly stated that

such a project was not contemplated, and the Appellate

Division upheld that.

Now, that's different than this case, because

that's an application for a subdivision approval. But

it stands for the possibility of the validity of the

plaintiff's action that Utilities Authority is an

important agency in any land use or land development

on a large scale today. So, there may be a valid cause

of action here. There may not be. I don't want the

Utilities Authority to spend any more tire I•:•> the

litigation than necessary.

Centex will undoubtedly have to comply with

applicable administrative regulations if it prevails

against the municipality, and the usual relief would

be a remand for further proceedings -in .accordance

with the court's rulings on the substantive issues.

Then both the state DEP and EWMUA would be involved

with plaintiff's plans. But because of the nature of
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the overall complaint, alleging a conspiracy by three

municipal bodies, it would be uneconomic to dismiss

the claim against the East Windsor KUA now and require

another action if plaintiff prevails against the town-

ship and the planning board, but has problems with the

utilities authority* Therefore, although the appli-

cation by Centex to East Windsor MUA was voluntarily

place "on hold", Sast Windsor MUA might be liable for

participating in an illegal conspiracy against pJLtln*

tiff., and its administrative or regulatory actions in-

volving plaintiff's property might be evidential as to

plaintiff's main claims for declaratory or injunctivt

relief» So, for those reasons it would stay in this

action so all matters can be resolved expeditiously.

1 would encourage that the MUA to fully participate

with everybody else during the next three months of

the discovery with an eye towards moving again to

dismiss the complaint in September or to be placed at

our pretrial conference in a status of Just a "by-

stander •" It may be that this particular claim should

stand aside and another issue be tried first, and that

other issue might lead to no further need for litiga-

tion* tine expenses that the MUA la undergoing are

strickly legal, and I think that for the time being,

the MUA should stay In the ease.
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In conclusion, the motion for summary judgment

here "by the East Windsor MUA must be denied "because

there are material issues of fact to be resolved. It,

also, appears that further discover is needed con-

cerning the basis for the conspiracy claim, and that,

too, requires a denial of the motion.

The sixth area of dispute is not a dispute, and

that is plaintiff1 s motion to extend discover^' until

September 9, 1983. This motion is grantee a^ :-

opposition is offered.

Now, I have for you sets of orders that cover

each of these motions and sets of my notes on which

this oral opinion was based. I assume, too, if ycv.

are going to seek any type of interlocutory relief,

you might need this transcript, "but 9? percent cf what

I said is in these notes, and I think that could get

you off to a start there. Otherwise. I ̂ c-n't w7.1t

you to delay the discovery, even though you are moving

on to the Appellate Division for an interlocutory

relief because there isn!t going tc be any action from

the Appellate Division this summer, other than to

grant or deny the motion for relief of interlocutory

appeal. That should not stop the discovery. This

matter has been going on for quite some time. Several

times, both sides advised me that you were close to
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resolving your differences and that didnft work out.

But I think we're right close to getting to a decision

on whether something should Toe done about the original

lawsuit. It may be that that won't fce tried in this

court. The Supreme Court has been surveying, as you

all know, people involved in various types of litiga-

tion after soliciting the bar to advised it of possible

Mount Laurel disputes, as well as the bench. This case

was one of those in which, I believe, you wzrn all --

at least, the lead counsel were contacted by the Chief

Justice's law clerk, as I was, and I assume they are

doing this around the State, and there will be a new

assignment order coming out of the Supreme Court to

start the new term, the July assignment order, and that

may, although it may not, designate three Judge? as

Mount Laurel Judges. If it does, when we meet in Septert

ber, if we decide there are Mount Laurel issues ar3 tha

they are preliminary and should be tried first, it

will be assigned to whichever Judge has Mercer County

in its region. Nobody knows who they are, what the

regions will be, or anything about that at the present

time. Okay.

MR. ROSENSWEIG: In your opinion, you indicated

that the property was not unzoned. In the order you

made no mention of it. Is it your Honorfs ruling that
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the prior ordinance is still in effect?

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Should that say so in the order?

THE COURT: Probably. Let's just Change the order

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Okay.

THE COURT: Do you have any idea what the number

of the other ordinance is?

MR. ROSENSWEIG: I have the ordinance booklet.

MB. PETRINO: 1918-13, but --

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Let me look.

THE COURT: Is there a name for it?

MR. PANE: I assume it could be referred to as the

existing township zoning ordinance section. I mean,

their codifies, Gary,will have the sections in parti-

cular.

THE COURT: Would you call it a zoning ordinance?

MR. PANE: Chapter 20of the Revised General

Ordinance of Zoning.

THE COURT: Does it have a name?

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Agricultural district?

THE COURT: No, no. The old ordinance.

MR. PANE: The old ordinance, the township zoning

ordinance.

THE COURT: East Windsor.

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Right, Chapter 20.
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MR. PAKE: Chapter 20 of the General Revised —

THE COURT: The zoning ordinance.

MR. PAKE: Simply say Chapter 20 of the General

Revised Ordinance of Zoning as they existed.

THE COURT: How about, the previously exis&ng

zoning ordinance will control development in the town-

ship?

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Known as Chapter 20-17.

THE COURT: Is that alright? The previously

existing zoning ordinance will control development in

the township.

MR. PARE: Yes.

THE COURT: Well, if you will take the copy of

the order that you have and turn to page 2, add tc

paragraph 2 of this order at the\ery ena9 after the

word ffeffect,t? put a comma, and it says, "The previ-

ously existing zoning ordinance — !'

MR. PANE: "shall"?

THE COURT: "will control development in the

township," and that should cover it. You want to

write me a 12-page brief as to what two words I should

add?

MR. PAKE: Perhaps control is best.

MR. ROSENSWEIG: Shall be applicable?

MR. PANE: Shall be enforced and effect?
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THE COURT: Leave it as control. You know what

it means.

MR. PANE: Alright,

THE COURT: Youfce the township lawyer. You tell

them what to do.

(At which time the matter was concluded.)

* # #
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